Zero Calories Five Days 100 Miles
Polished off ‘last supper’ at 3pm on Fri (2 pork chops with plenty of healthy fat).
Feeling full, but with tummy bug from clearing up after puppy, arrived Henley, where
they rolled out the bunting
Lab rat time: metabolic rate tested to determine daily resting energy requirement,
source of energy (fat or carbohydrate), and efficiency with which cells use oxygen for
energy production. Surprised to find resting lactate was 5 mmol/L, James said his
anaerobic threshold was 4
Played out of Henley by a brass band, eager, high on energy and low on injury. Had
my sea salt and after a couple of km walking it was time to run. 6min/km was a
decent steady pace along the Thames then onto the Kennet & Avon canal for the next
120km or so…
At 25km a bit of knee pain, so James & I did a ‘run a km, walk a km’ regime to ease
pain. Running seems like an exercise in joint pain management. 500ml water seemed
fine for me but did cause stitch. James did his best impression of a camel: hydration
not running technique, honest. But enjoying rare time with my brother in law, we got
distracted and seemingly passed the others 3 times as we managed to follow a canal
in a circle adding a good 4km. Time to switch on Garmin
Blood glucose dropped from 7.5 mmol/L (tummy bug) down to 3.0 as that cleared. On
high carb that would be missed: all the highs get attributed to carbs. No need to
rescue a hypo with jelly babies, glucagon kicked in nicely and safely brought me back
to a perfectly normal (for anyone) 4.5 where it stayed for the evening. Ketones rose
from 2.7 mmol/L pre-run, to 3.3 two hrs post-run, to 4.6 at 10pm. This shows my brain
is burning ketones and my muscles are burning fatty acids: i.e. fuelling my body on fat
not glucose… the whole point of this event
Last insulin injected was 3U rapid at 11am. I expect to use little or no insulin for the
next 4 days… if only I didn’t have to eat again, life with T1 diabetes would be so much
easier!
Some might say ‘you need carbs to live’ or ‘you definitely need carbs for exercise’.
Today showed if you are adapted to burning fat you need zero carbs. I safely ran
38km fasted and with Type 1 diabetes. Some might say this is irresponsible. I would
say eating carbohydrates way in excess of anything your ancestors ever did is
irresponsible, and if you are by definition carb intolerant (diabetic) you are
accelerating your journey towards heart attack, stroke, amputation, blindness &
kidney disease
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Day 1: Sat 19 Sept, 38km
Henley to Newbury

Zero Calories Five Days 100 Miles
3 types of hunger: day started off with a teaspoon of sea salt flakes. Wasn’t hungry on
waking but aware there’s energy hunger (taken care of by fat burning in ketosis),
hedonistic hunger (hasn’t set in yet), and to avoid nutrient hunger I’m taking salt
(most abundant mineral in blood, and I want to avoid my body hitting that particular
hunger button). I weighed in at 78.5kg, maybe 1kg less than recent
James provided me with a bit of light relief with stories of his bowel movements.
Fascinating scatological humour, with photographic accompaniment
Lab rat time: metabolic rate tested again, no feedback on this yet. Resting lactate was
3.4 mmol/L. Dawn rise phenomenon (no Sunil, not what you’re thinking) took my
blood glucose up to 7.5 mmol/L. Thought I would wait and see what happened. The
running took it higher to 10 so I had 2U rapid insulin, and this brought it down to just
below 3 mmol/L, and like yesterday glucagon kicked in and brought my blood glucose
back to a normal (non-diabetic) level of 4.5
Some T2 diabetic who have burned out their pancreas are injecting 300U per day
So with carbs what would I have done today? Answer: a guessing game: inject enough
insulin to cover the carbs & hope/pray I timed it right and guessed right amount of
insulin considering glucose ingested and impact of activity. That would have been a
hazardous game. Some people have asked me about safety and wished me a safe
event and I thank you for this. In all honesty, doing this run fed with carbs would be
more hazardous. On the blood glucose management side of things, which is the game
I have to play every waking minute, the last 2 days have been an enormous relief: with
no need to think about what is going into my stomach and playing a guessing game as
to how my blood sugar will react
Pace: bit slower today at 7:35/km, running at 6min/km but more run/walk cycles
starting at 19km due to knee pain. James was reporting soreness too. And by end of
day its fair to say we both had enough. We’ve just about completed 2 marathons in 2
days. I never thought I would run much more than 10km, and I don’t even like long
distance running that much. But we need to do this to prove the scientific basis of
ketogenic diets, especially in the treatment of diabetes
Ketones at the end of the day were nicely at 3.8 or 4.8mmol/L depending on which
meter you want to believe! Again proving I am well into fat burning mode
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Day 2: Sun 20 Sept, 38km
Newbury to Marlborough

Zero Calories Five Days 100 Miles
Reminder of what this is for: proof carbs are non-essential, not even for endurance exercise.
Doing this event with zero calorie intake puts this beyond doubt. My body can easily tap into 2030,000 calories of stored fat if I only give it a break from eating, and reducing carb consumption
enables this. In a diabetic state you are carb intolerant, so carb avoidance makes the T1 diabetic
journey easier and safer

Day 3: Mon 21 Sept, 30km
Marlborough to Devizes

Aches and pains: not enough time spent on recovery after 2 marathons (foam rolling and
stretching). I could see today was going to hurt. My body isn’t used to running such long
distances, but then who’s is? A relief to know James was hurting too. We both woke feeling high
on energy and not hungry. Although James did flush the complimentary hotel biscuits down the
loo just to make sure there were zero absent minded incidents
Lab rat time: weighed in at 77.5kg, so it looks like I’m losing 1kg a day. Calorimetry results were
in: fat burning vs glucose burning on day1=73% fat, day2=87%, day3=100%. Resting metabolic
rate 23-27,000 (this event has not affected it). 16.2% expired oxygen (air is 21% oxygen, so my
lungs are extracting 23% of the oxygen available): this represents a decent mitochondrial
efficiency… not quite down to James’s 14% but he’s done a bit more resistance exercise and built
a bit more muscle mass than me! Resting lactate was 2.7 mmol/L a bit lower than yesterday: we
really do need to dig into lactate levels in ketosis! Pre-run ketones 5.1 or 6.1 mmol/L
Todays’s route: beautiful stretch of Kennet & Avon canal finishing in Devizes where we admired
the huge lock system. Must come back here and hire a barge. Although I don’t fancy up to 5hrs to
get through all those locks
Blood glucose management: learning from the past 2 days… today, to deal with the dawn rise I
woke an hour early and injected 2U rapid insulin, which kept me within my target range (3-6
mmol/L). Note, a high carb T1 could easily be cycling between 2.5 and 20! Setting off running
reduced it down to just below 2.3 mmol/L, and like the last 2 days glucagon kicked in and
brought my blood glucose back to quite a normal level of 4.5 - 5.5
Pace: bit quicker today: avg 7:00/km, running at 6:00/km but fewer run/walk cycles to control
knee pain. Felt like I was slowing James down a bit as he prefers to run rather than walk to make
it go quicker. He does endurance with the mantra: ‘every step taken is one less remaining’ to
manage psychologically. I definitely felt more energetic but muscle and knee pain did slow me
down and get me down a bit
Re-thinking T1 diabetes: we inject basal insulin once a day to cover glucose the liver makes
through conversion of amino acids in the blood: gluconeogenesis (GNG). But while fasting I’m
not injecting any basal insulin to cover that glucose. So what’s going on? IMO ‘nobody really
knows’. My thoughts: my pancreas may still be secreting insulin thereby inhibiting GNG
sufficiently while fasting. But when I eat, my intestinal permeability allows LPS particles etc to
pass into blood and recognised as a pathogen. This triggers an immune response that drives
adrenaline, which signals the liver to raise blood glucose to a higher value to fight infection,
which I then require basal insulin to try to bring down. Solution: sort out intestinal permeability
with the desired result of cutting insulin requirements dramatically. I have home insulin and cpeptide metering capability now and intend to test out whether I am still making insulin, and to
further attempt to demonstrate some increase of insulin production over the long-term: if you
want to join me in this please make contact
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Zero Calories Five Days 100 Miles
3.5 marathons in 4 days: amazing what the human body is capable of! Have to admit today I couldn’t face
running due to muscle fatigue. But my mind was well up for it. Brain energy and mental clarity both excellent.
Played it safe & rested by covering today’s distance mostly at a brisk walk with some running thrown in. Being
alongside Ian, Gayle and Trudi was really great. Chattering really helps. (On day 3 James & I were ‘in the zone’
& stopped talking for a long while, making it much harder (started to count the km & pain.) Seeing Charlie
Babb (movement coach) to stretch us out yesterday evening really helped cope with day 4

Day 4: Tue 22 Sept, 29km
Devizes to Bath

Hunger: today was the first I was aware of my stomach. If I were living ‘in the wild’ this might be my first signal
to start hunting / gathering. So wouldn’t say I was feeling hungry, in fact the revolting fumes pumped out of
Subway adjacent to our Travelodge made the thought of food completely unappealing. I’ve passed so many
inviting canalside pubs now, which look lovely but still not dreaming about them. Being in ketosis (fat burning
mode) is like a superpower with respect to need to eat. Doesn’t mean you never need to eat, fat reserves are
limited. Just frees you up from being hungry
Lab rat time: 76kg, still losing 1kg a day: we’re not concerned about or focussed on weight, just interested.
Some people concerned we might be burning muscle protein: very unlikely since ECAL shows we’re all now
burning 100% fat for energy requirements. See wikipedia.org/wiki/Starvation. Only when bodies fat stores
fully depleted does we start relying on breaking down muscle protein, the liver would convert this to glucose.
Metabolic testing has proven we aren’t burning glucose. Correction on reported resting metabolic rate: 2,3002,700 calories, slightly lower today at 1,900. Pre-run ketones 5.8 mmol/L (by the way, ketones alone do not
signal ketoacidosis, that happens after VERY high blood glucose; my BG has been normal (non-diabetic)
throughout. Euglycaemic DKA is EXTREMELY rare. If ketones were 15-20 I might be worried, that’s not
happening. Lactate steady at 3.4 mmol/L. Forgot to mention we’ve been measuring cortisol but will wait for
lab to send results back
Todays’s route: a beautiful stretch of Kennet & Avon canal, finishing in Bath. Would have loved to sit in a bath,
but only a shower in the room. Saw the Dundas aqueduct, amazing to see a barge going over a bridge. Got to
love engineering and barges Adam, and yes we do need to build a model & history match all this data! Even
one on the back of a fag packet would be better than Neil Ferguson’s. Thanks to his shonky model, we tried to
get into a pub in Bath for a fizzy water but were asked to book a table for an allotted time slot and download
an app. We went to Five Guys who were very happy to serve us. My metabolic health markers are all perfect,
but regardless almost nobody is dying or even getting hospitalised with Covid. Another aspect of public health
that refuses to listen to evidence
Blood glucose management: again, excellent: 99% in range of 3-7mmol/L, and again only 2U of basal injected
to cover dawn rise, not so much of a drop today on starting to move but pace was much slower. We are doing
this to help educate medics on fundamentals of metabolism. Diabetics, even more than the average person,
are harmed by our dietary guidelines: leading us all (carb intolerant or not) to eat 55% of energy in the form of
carbs. Some people have shared concern that what we are doing might not be safe in some way. What’s
amazing from my vantage point is that we don’t question the safety of following the ‘eatwell’ plate or from a
nurse to a T1 diabetic ‘eat what you want and cover it with insulin’ when we know that this leads to double
diabetes (T1 + T2), obesity, and rapidly accumulating complications of diabetes (heart attack, stroke, blindness,
amputation, kidney failure). I would call this negligence on behalf of our public health institutions
Pace: slower today: avg 12:15/km, with much more walking, but sat here in the hotel room my muscles are
thanking me for it and I’m feeling well up for taking on a double-Olympic gold winner in the sprint to the finish
line in Bristol tomorrow: William Hill have opened the betting lines now!
End in sight: 136km down, 24km left. Louise and the BMC will be pleased to hear I’ve secured a table at a
Brazilian BBQ. Even though I’m not hungry, I’m very excited. My disc will be flipped to green for a good 2
hours! Don’t worry about re-feeding syndrome, I wont be eating any carbs so BG rise will be limited (protein
leads to a much slower and lower blood glucose rise)
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Zero Calories Five Days 100 Miles
Done it! Today we achieved our objective: to demonstrate that entering into a state of ketosis (fat burning) by
consuming <50g carbs for more than 2-4 weeks can allow the body to access its vast reserves of fat to fuel a
lean body for five days including 100 miles of running and walking. Woo-hoo! What a journey
Mental clarity and physical performance: honestly today was actually my best day of running and I felt the
most energetic and mentally focussed. I really think today I achieved a state of focus and performance that
would have allowed our ancestors to go out and gather or hunt most efficiently. It makes so much sense from
an evolutionary perspective. Yesterday’s ‘rest day’ certainly help restore my muscles and I had no knee pain (I
think there’s no substitute for listening to one’s body and tuning in; I didn’t use to do this: I used to carry on,
injure myself and had to rest for weeks.) Kilometre 160 was my quickest: I ran at a pace of about 3:45, which
is about as fast as I can sprint. I can imagine Usain Bolt performing better accessing his glycogen stores over
100m, but realistically how many of us race at that level or power output? If you’re riding a 100km sportive
cycle ride, to me it makes no sense to stress your gut so badly, and spike your blood sugar badly, with highly
processed simple carbohydrate gels, cereal bars, or bananas every 30 mins. Why do this when there’s an
almost limitless supply of fat stored in your body to fuel whatever you want to do for days on end?

Day 5: Wed 23 Sept, 18km
Bath to Bristol

Lab rat time: 75.5kg, so overall 1kg a day lost, which is what we expected. Calorimetry testing showed that
fat burning was down from 100% to around 85%. This could indicate some muscle protein breakdown (but see
below). I would be happy to accept a small amount of this: I’m consuming a rather large quantity of protein
this evening and our experiment has been designed to demand an amount of energy from our bodies that is
less than our available fat stores. If we have slightly miscalculated I’m not too fussed. What I wouldn’t want to
expose myself to is starvation and waste a large amount of my muscle mass. That just wasn’t going to happen
here. Pre-run ketones were 5.0 mmol/L indicating I’m in fat burning mode. Lactate slightly lower at 2.7
mmol/L, which appears to go against the calorimetry results which showed I appear to be burning 15%
glucose… so where could that glucose be coming from if its not being converted by the liver from amino acids?
Perhaps just measurement inaccuracy: ECAL is an indirect method after all and best for relative changes rather
than an academic research tool. Probably leave this one to the specialists!
Todays’s route: I had a relatively small 18km run to do today, feeling good on the start line, and up for it. Not
so much beauty today… running along the path following the A4 until the path disappeared and we had to get
off and navigate our way around a 5km section. We had some rain too but that actually felt great as it cooled
us down nicely. The stoppage really struck me… its not good to stop moving and then start again. Anyone
that’s ever run a marathon or done a long sportive ride might have felt the annoying slowness and aches as
they get going again after a feeding station. On a fasted endurance event this doesn’t happen unless you get
lost like we did, there are no feeding stops
Blood glucose management: 70% within range (3-7mmol/L) for the whole day. Again, only 2U of basal injected
to cover dawn rise and not so much of a drop on starting to run - even though the pace was much higher. I put
in 4U ‘Humulin S’ on re-feeding with 650g meat, which brought me down below 3, but then popped back to 7
Pace: although average was only 7min/km, I went the fastest in all 5 days: running at 5:45 for a lot of it, and
clocked my highest avg speed in the final km. I believe at near-maximal power output my body was still able to
utilise some muscle glycogen while I moved in for the kill! So the scores on the doors for taking on a doubleOlympic gold winner in the sprint to the finish line in Bristol: I claim victory in that family race, but I have to
declare an unfair advantage: my keto adaptation had been going on for more than a year longer that James’s!
Fuel stores: it makes sense to burn a store of fat (rather than continue to accumulate more fat) by entering
ketosis. We do this every time we go to sleep. But unfortunately, for most of us, we get up early having eaten
quite late the night before and have cereals, driving insulin very high, kicking us out of ketosis, and moving us
into fat storage mode, where we remain for most of the day with 6-8 snacks and meals a day. It really makes
sense to skip a meal every day, never snack, and keep insulin lower for longer. The body can be thought of as a
dual–fuel car with a petrol tanker’s worth of fat on board versus a 10 times smaller car fuel tank worth of
carbohydrate fuel
Sponsorship: are you able to sponsor us? All we ask is that you pass on this blog to at least 5 other people who
you think might benefit, be they diabetic, pre-diabetic, with high blood pressure, or a history of heart disease
or obesity. Thank you for following us and we will be publishing our results in the press, academia, and
Youtube etc. shortly. Hope you have learned a thing or two, we have learned stacks and feel this new evidence
and data will help to turn around the current paradigm for fuelling the human body: not so much in elite sport,
but for the average diabetic or pre-diabetic population member or anyone going out for a run or ride. All the
best, Jon
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